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through binding to bacterially expressed HBGAs,
facilitate productive attachment to, and infection
of, B cells.
To examine whether intestinal bacteria con-

tribute to NoV infection in vivo, we depleted
the intestinal microbiota of wild-type B6 mice
before MuNoV infection (fig. S7). Indeed, anti-
biotic depletion of normal intestinal flora re-
sulted in a significant reduction inMuNoV titers
(Fig. 4D), demonstrating a biologically substan-
tial role for enteric bacteria during NoV infec-
tion. These reduced titers reflected decreased
viral replication because the ratio of replicated
to input virus was similar between antibiotic-
treated and control mice (fig. S3B). These collec-
tive data are consistent with recent studies of
other viruses that have been shown to exploit
commensal bacteria for optimal infection, and
in particular with the ability of bacterial LPS to
stimulate poliovirus attachment to permissive
cells (30–32).
We have developed a cell culture system for a

HuNoV by revealing that the current globally
dominant GII.4-Sydney HuNoV strain infects hu-
man B cells. This infection is substantially en-
hanced by free HBGA or by HBGA-expressing
bacteria. It is thus likely that previous attempts
to cultureHuNoVs failed because of the nature of
the cell type tested and the absence of stimula-
tory carbohydrate molecules. Animal studies of
the related MuNoVs validate that intestinal B
cells are in vivo targets of NoVs and that enteric
bacteria are required for efficient infection of
susceptible hosts.
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HIV ENTRY

Conformational dynamics of single
HIV-1 envelope trimers on the surface
of native virions
James B. Munro,1*‡ Jason Gorman,2 Xiaochu Ma,1 Zhou Zhou,3 James Arthos,4

Dennis R. Burton,5,6 Wayne C. Koff,7 Joel R. Courter,8† Amos B. Smith III,8

Peter D. Kwong,2 Scott C. Blanchard,3‡ Walther Mothes1‡

The HIV-1 envelope (Env) mediates viral entry into host cells.To enable the direct imaging of
conformational dynamics within Env, we introduced fluorophores into variable regions of the
glycoprotein gp120 subunit and measured single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy
transfer within the context of native trimers on the surface of HIV-1 virions. Our observations
revealed unliganded HIV-1 Env to be intrinsically dynamic, transitioning between three distinct
prefusion conformations, whose relative occupancies were remodeled by receptor CD4 and
antibody binding.The distinct properties of neutralization-sensitive and neutralization-resistant
HIV-1 isolates support a dynamics-basedmechanismof immune evasion and ligand recognition.

T
heHIV-1 envelope (Env) spike is amembrane-
fusion machine that mediates viral entry
into cells (1). HIV-1 Env, composed of three
gp120 glycoproteins and three gp41 sub-
units, evades recognition by antibodies by

favoring a neutralization-resistant ground-state
conformation inwhichN-linkedglycans covermost

of the surface (2–5). Interaction with the CD4 re-
ceptor causes structural rearrangements in gp120,
which lead to formation of a co-receptor–binding
site (1, 2, 6, 7). These rearrangements includemove-
ment of the variable loops 1 and 2 (V1/V2) from
their apical position in the unliganded trimer, to
the trimer periphery (8–10). Subsequent interac-
tions with the co-receptor trigger additional Env
remodeling, with gp41 rearranging into a stable
six-helix bundle that facilitates fusion between
viral and cellular membranes. Although static
images of HIV-1 Env in various conformations
have been obtained (6–9, 11–17), direct measure-
ment of the dynamic features of the Env trimer
has been lacking.
To enable real-time observations of confor-

mational transitions in the native HIV-1 Env
spike on the surface of virions, we used single-
molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(smFRET) (18). Short peptides were introduced
that permit enzymatically targeted incorporation
of fluorophores (19, 20) into the V1 loop and one
of the following: the V4 loop, the E loop, or the
V5 loop of gp120. The attachment of donor and
acceptor fluorophores at these sites provided
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distinct reference points for observing move-
ments of the V1 loop via time-dependent changes
in FRET efficiency (Fig. 1). Dually tagged viruses
were engineered for the neutralization-sensitive
HIV-1NL4-3 laboratory-adapted strain and the
neutralization-resistant tier-2 primary isolate
HIV-1JR-FL. Dually taggedHIV-1NL4-3 viruseswere
isolated that met a series of functional criteria
(21) (figs. S1 to S3). Insertions were thenmade in
homologous positions in the HIV-1JR-FL Env
that had little effect on infectivity (fig. S1B).
Both HIV-1NL4-3 and HIV-1JR-FL tolerated the
Q3 peptide (20, 22) (GQQQLG) in the V1 loop
and the A1 peptide (19) (GDSLDMLEWSLM) in
the V4 loop (V1-Q3/V4-A1) (fig. S4). HIV-1NL4-3
also tolerated the Q3 peptide in the V1 loop and
the A1 peptide in the V5 loop (V1-Q3/V5-A1).

To ensure that only a single fluorescently
labeled gp120 molecule was present on the sur-
face of the HIV-1 virus, plasmid encoding wild-
type Env was cotransfected at a ratio of 40:1 over
the dually tagged Env. Viruses were harvested
and enzymatically labeled with donor (e.g., Cy3B
or Cy3) and acceptor [e.g., Cy5(4S)COT or Alexa
Fluor 647] fluorophores (fig. S5) (21, 23). A biotin-
lipid incorporated into the viralmembrane,which
had negligible effects on virus infectivity (fig. S7),
facilitated surface immobilization on streptavidin-
coatedquartzmicroscope slidesandsingle-molecule
imaging (24).
HIV-1NL4-3 and HIV-1JR-FL virions containing a

fluorescently labeled gp120 domain within the
context of a native Env trimer were imaged at a
time resolution of 25 frames per second (40-ms

integration time) by using a prism-based total
internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) micro-
scope (Fig. 1A). Donor and acceptor fluorescence
were collected, optically separated, and recorded
on electron-multiplying charge-coupled device ar-
rays. FRET efficiencieswere calculated fromdonor
and acceptor fluorescence intensities and com-
piled into population histograms (Fig. 2, A and
B) (21). Consistentwith the probability of tagged
gp120 monomer incorporation into the Env
trimer (1:40 ratio to wild-type gp120) and with
labeling efficiencies of 40% and 55% for the Q3
and A1 tags, respectively, ~12% of all surface-
bound virions displayed FRET, equating to 23%
of all visible molecules (21) (fig. S6).
TheunligandedV1-Q3/V4-A1–labeledHIV-1NL4-3

Env exhibited evidence of spontaneous reversible

760 7 NOVEMBER 2014 • VOL 346 ISSUE 6210 sciencemag.org SCIENCE

Fig. 1. Single-molecule FRET
imaging indicates conforma-
tional dynamics of HIV-1 Env. (A)
Experimental design. Native
HIV-1 virions containing a single
dually labeled Env molecule among
native trimers were immobilized on
the surface of passivated quartz
microscope slides and imaged via
TIRF microscopy. (B) Approximate
position of the organic dyes in the
variable loops V1 (green; Cy3B or
Cy3) and V4 or V5 (red; Cy5(4S)COTor Alexa Fluor 647) of gp120 of HIV-1 Env.The Env structure, with the ribbon structure of the gp120 trimer, is adapted from
PDB accession code 4NCO (6–8, 11, 45). (C) Ribbon structures of the gp120 inner domain (cyan), outer domain (blue), and V1/V2 region (purple) are highlighted.

Fig. 2. Ligands remodel the conformational landscape of HIV-1 Env.
(A) (Top left) Representative fluorescence (Cy3B, donor, green; Cy5(4S)
COT, acceptor, red) and (bottom left) FRET (blue) trajectories obtained from
a single HIV-1NL4-3 Env on the surface of an intact virion. Idealization of FRET
trajectories (red) was achieved by fitting each trace to a three-state Markov
model (28). (Center) FRET trajectories from individual unliganded HIV-1NL4-3
Env proteins were compiled into a population FRET histogram and fit to the
sum of three Gaussian distributions (red) with means 0.1, 0.3, and 0.6 (black).
(Right) TDPs displaying the relative frequencies of observed transitions were
generated from the idealization of individual FRET trajectories. (B) (Left) Flu-

orescence and FRET trajectories for the unliganded HIV-1JR-FL Env. (Center)
FRET histogram fit to the sum of three Gaussian distributions with means
0.1, 0.3, and 0.65, and TDP. (C and D) Fluorescence and FRET trajectories,
FRET histograms, and TDPs for (C) HIV-1NL4-3 Env and (D) HIV-1JR-FL Env in
the presence of sCD4D1D2 (5 mM). (E and F) The same data for (E) HIV-1NL4-3
Env and (F) HIV-1JR-FL Env in the presence of sCD4D1D2 (5 mM) and 17b Fab
(2 mM).The number of FRET trajectories and the number of FRET transitions
are indicated on the histograms and TDPs, respectively. Histograms rep-
resent the means T SEM determined from three independent populations of
smFRET traces.
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fluctuations between at least three conforma-
tions, each identified by a distinct FRET value:
low (~0.10), intermediate (~0.30), and high FRET
(~0.60) (Fig. 2A). The unliganded V1-Q3/V4-A1–
labeled HIV-1JR-FL Env and a HIV-1NL4-3 Env pro-
tein dually labeled in the V1 andV5 loops (V1-Q3/
V5-A1) exhibited similar behavior (Fig. 2B and
fig. S8). These findings, together with evidence
of isotropic fluorophore tumbling (table S1),
suggest that the time-dependent changes in
FRET efficiency observed in each system reflect
changes in interfluorophore distance. The ob-
served transitions in the milliseconds-to-seconds
time scale indicated that the HIV-1 Env trimer of
both strains exhibits the intrinsic capacity to un-
dergo large-scale conformational changes (25),
which reposition the V1/V2 loop closer to the
gp120 outer domain, where V4 and V5 reside.
The most populated conformation for both

unliganded Env proteins exhibited low FRET
(Fig. 2, A and B). This finding is consistent
with prefusion HIV-1 Env predominantly oc-
cupying a closed, ground-state configuration
that is conformationally masked (6, 7, 26), where
the V1/V2 loops are proximal to the apex of the
trimer and distal to the Env periphery (Fig. 1, B
and C, and table S2). Consistent with this inter-
pretation, mutations D368R and E370R (22)
in the CD4-binding site of gp120 of HIV-1NL4-3,
which inhibit formation of the bridging sheet
necessary for CD4 binding (11, 27), stabilize the
low-FRET state (fig. S9).
We next investigated the sequence of confor-

mational transitions of the unliganded HIV-1 Env
through the application of hidden Markov mod-
eling (28). The smFRET trajectories from the
V1-Q3/V4-A1–labeled HIV-1NL4-3 and HIV-1JR-FL
Envs were fit to a three-state model containing

low-, intermediate-, and high-FRET states. The
well-defined peaks arranged symmetrically with
respect to the diagonal axis in transition-density
plots (TDPs) (Fig. 2, A and B) reflect the quality
of the idealization and indicate that the system
is in equilibrium. These data revealed that the
neutralization-sensitive HIV-1NL4-3 Env frequently
transitioned out of the low-FRET ground-state
configuration into the high-FRET state, which had
preferential access to the intermediate-FRET state.
Direct transitions between low and intermediate
FRETwere seldomobserved (Fig. 2A). TheD368R/
E370Rmutant displayed a dramatic reduction in
transitions out of the low-FRET state (fig. S9).
This finding further verified our assignment of
the low-FRET state as a ground-state confor-
mation. In contrast, the neutralization-resistant
HIV-1JR-FL Env exhibited reduced dynamics com-
paredwithHIV-1NL4-3 (Fig. 2B and table S3). This
finding was most notably reflected in a substan-
tial reduction in occupancy of the intermediate-
FRET state. When transitions out of the low-FRET
ground state were observed, however, HIV-1JR-FL
Env, like HIV-1NL4-3, appeared to rapidly inter-
convert between the high- and intermediate-FRET
states. Again, direct transitions between low- and
intermediate-FRET stateswere seldomobserved.
These findings indicate that bothHIV-1 isolates
preferentially achieve the intermediate-FRET
configuration via the high-FRET state. More-
over, they reveal dynamic distinctions between
the neutralization-sensitive laboratory-adapted
HIV-1NL4-3 and the neutralization-resistant clin-
ical isolate HIV-1JR-FL.
We next sought to investigate how the con-

formational landscape of the Env trimer responds
to ligands. To measure the effects of CD4 and the
co-receptor binding to Env, we used saturating

concentrations of soluble CD4 (sCD4D1D2) (5 mM)
(fig. S10); the CD4 mimetic small molecule JRC-
II-191 (100 mM) (29); and the antigen-binding
fragment (Fab) of antibody 17b (2 mM), a surro-
gate for the co-receptor. Antibody 17b binds Env
at the co-receptor–binding site, which promotes
a conformation of Env resembling the co-receptor–
bound conformation (8, 11, 30).WhereasHIV-1NL4-3
andHIV-1JR-FLEnvusedistinct co-receptors (CXCR4
and CCR5, respectively), 17b binds to an epitope
conserved in both strains. For HIV-1NL4-3 Env, the
addition of sCD4 D1D2 stabilized the high-FRET
state (Fig. 2C). The combination of sCD4D1D2 and
17b Fab stabilized the intermediate-FRET state
(Fig. 2E). Likewise, the CD4-mimetic JRC-II-191
stabilized the intermediate-FRET state (fig. S11).
Although saturating ligand concentrations were
used (figs. S10A and S11C), TDPs indicate that the
ligand-bound Env remains dynamic. In each of
the ligand-saturated conditions examined, confor-
mational sampling between high- and intermediate-
FRET states predominated, whereas transitions
between low and intermediate FRET were again
rarely observed. For HIV-1JR-FL Env, sCD4D1D2
and sCD4 D1D2/17b stabilized intermediate- and
high-FRET states to similar extents (Fig. 2, D and
F, and table S2). To test if this was due to in-
complete sCD4D1D2 binding, the conformational
equilibrium of HIV-1JR-FL Env was tested in the
presence of the potent HIV-1 inhibitor, dodeca-
meric sCD4D1D2 (sCD4D1D2-Igatp, 0.1 mg/ml) (31).
Here again, intermediate- and high-FRET states
were stabilized to similar extents, and Env ex-
hibited transitions between both states, despite
the presence of a saturating ligand concentration
(fig. S12).
Collectively, these observations reveal that the

unliganded Env proteins of both HIV-1 isolates

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 7 NOVEMBER 2014 • VOL 346 ISSUE 6210 761

Fig. 3. Conformational masking of the co-receptor–binding site. (A and B)
Population FRET histograms each composed of 100 to 150 smFRET tra-
jectories for (A) HIV-1NL4-3 Env and (B) HIV-1JR-FL Env in presence of 17b
Fab (2 mM) acquired after 0, 30, 60, and 90 min of incubation. All histo-
grams are displayed as in Fig. 2. (C) Quantification of the occupancy in the
intermediate-FRET state for (blue) HIV-1NL4-3 Env and (red) HIV-1JR-FL Env.
(D) Corresponding neutralization of HIV-1NL4-3 Env and HIV-1JR-FL infectivity
by 17b Fab. The data are presented as the means T SEM determined from
three independent measurements.
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predominantly occupy ground-state configurations
but are inherently competent to access confor-
mations stabilized by sCD4D1D2 and sCD4D1D2/17b.
These data indicate that spontaneously sam-
pled Env conformations may serve a functional
role in infectivity. For instance, this finding sug-
gests, as has been previously speculated (32), that
CD4 and 17b may facilitate the capture of pre-
existing Env conformations that are spontane-
ously sampled in the unliganded spike, rather
than triggering a trimer-opening event. These
observations also have implications for anti-
body neutralization strategies, as HIV-1NL4-3 can
be readily stabilized in a single conformation by
activating ligands, whereas the neutralization-
resistant HIV-1JR-FL Env persistently exhibits
relatively unstable, isoenergetic intermediate-
and high-FRET states.
To examine directly the correlation between

the occupancy of intermediate-FRET Env config-
urations and sensitivity to neutralization,weprobed
the response of both strains to 17b Fab alone (2 mM)
as a function of time (Fig. 3, A and B). As expected,
the neutralization-sensitive HIV-1NL4-3 Env showed
amarked increase in occupancy of the intermediate-
FRET state over time, whereas the neutralization-
resistant HIV-1JR-FL Env showed no increase even
after 60 min of incubation and only a slight
increase after 90 min (Fig. 3, A to C). These
experiments highlight functional distinctions
of the two Env proteins and confirm that the
intermediate-FRET state, which these data
reveal is directly associated with co-receptor
binding, is masked to a greater extent in the
clinically isolated HIV-1JR-FL Env, which explains
the increased resistance to 17b neutralization
(Fig. 3D).
The observed changes in the conformational

landscape of HIV-1 Env in response to sCD4 and
17b allow us to assign the low- and intermediate-

FRET configurations to ground-state and the
CD4/17b-bound Env conformations, respectively
(8, 13). The assignment of the high-FRET states is
less clear because the HIV-1NL4-3 and HIV-1JR-FL
Env isolates differ in their responses to sCD4.
Based on our observations of HIV-1NL4-3, the
high-FRET state may correspond to a CD4-bound
conformation. Alternatively, it may represent a
previously uncharacterized structural state that is
a necessary intermediate during the activation of
Env by CD4.
A model of binding through capture of pre-

existing conformations implies that intrinsic
access to activated states is required for Env
function. We therefore asked if broadly neutral-
izing antibodies that can neutralize up to 90% of
all HIV-1 isolates (33–37), some of which bind to
the ground-state Env conformation (13, 37, 38),
remodel the conformational landscape by stabi-
lizing HIV-1 Env in the ground state. Surface-
bound viruses from both strains were incubated
with neutralizing concentrations of antibodies
VRC01, PG16, PGT128, PGT145, or 2G12 (figs. S3
and S13), which recognize different HIV-1 Env
epitopes (39). smFRET measurements indicated
that all broadly neutralizing antibodies tested
exhibited a tendency to stabilize the low-FRET
ground-state conformation of both HIV-1NL4-3 and
HIV-1JR-FL Env (Fig. 4). Each antibody, however,
differentially affected the intermediate- and high-
FRET configurations (fig. S14 and table S2). The
potent small-molecule inhibitor of HIV-1 entry,
BMS-626529 (40), also stabilized the low-FRET
ground-state conformation for both HIV-1JR-FL
and HIV-1NL4-3 to an extent comparable to the
broadly neutralizing antibodies tested (Fig. 4,
F and K). In contrast, the small-molecule CD4-
mimetic, JRC-II-191, stabilized activated FRET
states of HIV-1NL4-3 Env (fig. S11). These findings
suggest that stabilization of the ground-state Env

conformation is both a general and effectivemeans
of inhibiting HIV-1 entry.
The data presented here demonstrate that

smFRET imaging can be applied to biomolecular
systems as complex as HIV-1 Env on the surface
of intact virions. These findings serve as an im-
portant step toward achieving smFRET imaging
in living cells. HIV-1 Env from both laboratory-
adapted and clinically isolated strains can spon-
taneously transition from a stable ground-state
configuration to transient, CD4- and co-receptor–
stabilized states. Thus, gp120 exhibits physical
properties that typify dynamic enzymes, whose
functions are regulated through the modula-
tion of intrinsically accessible conformations
(25, 41). Moreover, the smFRET methodologies
developed here allow for the precise delinea-
tion of conformations induced by antibodies
and ligands in functional virions (42). Our anal-
ysis also directly reveals molecular and temporal
events in gp120 that underlie the two-step ac-
tivation of HIV-1 Env by CD4 and co-receptor.
The reduced dynamics of HIV-1JR-FL Env out of
the ground state, as well as the resistance to sta-
bilization in a single conformation, reveals the
mechanism of the masking of functional centers
by neutralization-resistant HIV-1 isolates. Fur-
thermore, this work suggests that stabilizing the
ground state represents an effective strategy to
antagonize viral fusion machines.
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Insects are the most speciose group of animals, but the phylogenetic relationships of many
major lineages remain unresolved. We inferred the phylogeny of insects from 1478
protein-coding genes. Phylogenomic analyses of nucleotide and amino acid sequences,
with site-specific nucleotide or domain-specific amino acid substitution models, produced
statistically robust and congruent results resolving previously controversial phylogenetic
relationships.We dated the origin of insects to the Early Ordovician [~479 million years ago
(Ma)], of insect flight to the Early Devonian (~406 Ma), of major extant lineages to the
Mississippian (~345 Ma), and the major diversification of holometabolous insects to the
Early Cretaceous. Our phylogenomic study provides a comprehensive reliable scaffold for
future comparative analyses of evolutionary innovations among insects.

I
nsects (1) were among the first animals to
colonize and exploit terrestrial and freshwa-
ter ecosystems. They have shaped Earth’s
biota, exhibiting coevolved relationships with
many groups, from flowering plants to hu-

mans. They were the first to master flight and
establish social societies. However, many as-
pects of insect evolution are still poorly under-
stood (2). The oldest known fossil insects are
from the Early Devonian [~412 million years ago
(Ma)], which has led to the hypothesis that in-
sects originated in the Late Silurian with the
earliest terrestrial ecosystems (3). Molecular

data, however, point to a Cambrian or at least
Early Ordovician origin (4), which implies that
early diversification of insects occurred in marine
or coastal environments. Because of the absence
of insect fossils from the Cambrian to the Silurian,
these conclusions remain highly controversial. Fur-
thermore, the phylogenetic relationships among
major clades of polyneopteran insect orders—
including grasshoppers and crickets (Orthoptera),
cockroaches (Blattodea), and termites (Isoptera)—
have remained elusive, as has the phylogenetic
position of the enigmatic Zoraptera. Even the
closest extant relatives of Holometabola (e.g.,
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